Ameri-Skills

“Technology Training For Tomorrow’s Jobs”

UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles)
Safety & Certification Training
This 20 hour course provides the person who wishes to use their CWA Union training benefit
to learn the new booming field of UAV or UAS (Drone) piloting. This course will benefit any
person who wishes to become more proficient at their flying skills or a person interested in
securing the UAV Pilot certificate.
This course teaches and covers all the rules, regulations and safety necessary for safe operation
of a UAV or UAS within California. Included in this course is the introduction and training
offered by the FAA for the safety and rules contained in Part 61 pilot certificate holders. This is
important additional training to help each student understand all related rules and regulations
in Part 107 “remote pilot certificate”.
Topics covered are FAA Parts 107 and 61 are:
What are the hours of operation authorized by the FAA.
A full review of all of Part 107 and exam preparation. (Exam is optional)
Where you are allowed to operate UAV’s.
At what speeds are authorized by the FAA while piloting UAV’s.
If there is a maximum height or elevation a UAV may be piloted.
The safety limits in distance and types of UAV’s.
FAA requirements of UAV Pilot while operating a UAV.
Weight limits and load limits with UAV’s.
Personal legal liability piloting a UAV’s has every time piloting any UAV.
“HANDS ON” simulation with UAV and get the student up in the air experimenting with
dynamic aerial shots for videography, or exploring commercial use applications like mapping
and waypoint navigation.
Finally, each instructor has a valid VUA or UAS “remote pilot certificate” and can assist the
students secure their own certificate.

UAV Safety & CertificationTraining
Price: $1,200
** FAA exam for Part 107 is given at FAA test centers at a cost
of $150 and not included in this course. Exam is optional.
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